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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
After 20 years in the fight for the decriminalisation of sex work, sex work is still not formally recognized as a
legal trade according to the South African Law Reform Commission. With increasing cases of extreme
violence and abuse towards sex workers, there is a definite need for more coordinated strategies to campaign
for the decriminalisation of sex work. The Asijiki Coalition for the Decriminalization of Sex Work (‘Asijiki’),
formalised in 2015 works towards a broad-based coalition of human rights organisations and activists who
advocate for the full decriminalisation of sex work in South Africa.

The Asijiki Annual General Meeting (AGM) for 2017 took place over the 13th and 14th September. The AGM
included a fresh perspective of engagement in the form of ‘A Walking Tour of Sex Work in South Africa’ on
the 13th September, and a formal meeting at The Strand Tower Hotel & Conference Centre on the 14 th
September.

Asijiki attempted a new approach at the engagement of
community education this year with a walking tour. The
walking tour engaged and confronted institutions of law,
religion and culture. The Walking Tour of Sex Work in
South Africa started at the Central Methodist Church on
Green Market Square, Cape Town where Pastor Alan
Story shared verses of the bible that welcome sex workers
into the church , as well as verses that were relevant to
the fight for sex workers rights. The tour then went to the
Slave Lodge Museum where information was shared by
Marlise Richter, (Policy Development and Advocacy Manager at Sonke Gender Justice),about the history of
sex work and sex work activism in South Africa. The participants of the walking tour were also fortunate to
come across an exhibition titled ‘Through Positive Eyes’ speaking on HIV/AIDS by Gideon Mendel, which
they also got to engage with through a walkabout of the exhibition, given by former SWEAT board member
Ayanda Denge

Following this was a visit to the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa, on Plein Street, where Ishtar
Lakhani, (Advocacy and Human Rights Defence Manager at SWEAT), shared information about the
parliamentary work that Asijiki has been doing over the past year. After convening for lunch, we visited the
Cape Town High Court where Nosipho Vidima (Human Rights and Lobbying Officer at SWEAT) spoke on
how sex worker activists have been using the court to advocate for the decriminalisation of sex work. Nosipho
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made special reference to the #justiceforNokuphilaKumalo campaign, where Zwelethu Mthethwa was found
guilty for the brutal murder of sex worker Nokuphila Kumalo.
The tour’s last stop was at the National Art Gallery of
South Africa where Lesego Thlwale, (Media Advocacy
Officer at SWEAT), spoke about creative forms of
protest and how they put up a portrait of Nokuphila
Kumalo in solidarity with the #SayHerName campaign,
where Asijiki was successful in getting removed the
artworks of Zwelethu Mthethwa from the National
Gallery.

After ‘The Walking Tour of Sex Work of South Africa’, the group convened at The Strand Tower Hotel and
Conference Centre for a cocktail event to announce and celebrate the winners of the Asijiki Awards of
2017. The following awards were given:

Asijiki Award of Courage and Determination
to a Sex Worker Activist
awarded to Stripperoke
Asijiki Award of Service and Humanity to a
Service Provider
awarded to Wits Reproductive Health and HIV
Institute
Asijiki Award of Solidarity and Hard Work to
a Sex Worker Ally
awarded to Zethu Peter

Day two of the Asijiki AGM 2017 took place at The Strand Tower Hotel and Conference Centre and started
off with a feedback activity of the walking tour. Participants were requested to list three things they learnt,
one question they had and one ally or advocacy idea they had. Following which an introduction and overview
of the South African Law Reform Commission’s (SALRC) Report on ‘Adult Prostitution’ presented by Zia
Wasserman, (consultant at Sonke Gender Justice). In the breakdown of this report was the discussion of:





The current legal framework
The Law Reform Process from 1997 –
2017
What the final SALRC report says





SALRC report recommendations
Criticism of SALRC report
Conclusion around discussion of
SALRC report
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Ishtar Lakhani then workshopped attendants on an ‘Introduction to Advocacy’ where she spoke of the
different kinds of advocacy in the forms of









Media
Movement building
Direct action
Lobbying

Law & policy
Individual
Advocacy tools

Ishtar encouraged participants to commit themselves to the fight for the decriminalisation of sex work.
Participants wrote their commitments on sticky notes and stuck them on the wall under the headings of the
different forms of advocacy. Marlise had attendants participate in choosing a slogan for a church banner,
which was suggested by Pastor Alan Story. A group work exercise had participants engaging in different
scenarios where one would have to articulate different arguments in support for the decriminalisation of sex
work. The scenarios included a: bible study group; a dinner party; a media interview and an engagement with
a member of parliament. Following which a few videos were played to give participants a context from the
sex workers perspective. The videos that were played were ‘Last 100’ #StartTheConversation1, ‘Sex Work:
The Four Legal Models’2, ‘Asijiki’3 & ‘Ordinary People, Extraordinary Laws’4; in so doing the purpose and
objective of the 2017 AGM were achieved through linking and learning with coalition members and the
actioning of the Decriminalisation of Sex Work Campaign for 2017 – 2018.

EXPECTATIONS
2. PARTICIPANT AND ORGANISERS EXPECTATIONS OF MEETING

Organizers

1

•

Educate about different forms of advocacy and share
advocacy tools

•

Engaging institutions of influence - law, religion, culture

•

Civil society network & individual commitments to decrim

•

Interpersonal engagements; engaging society in numbers

•

Breakdown of & plan of action in response to SALRC
Report

SWEAT YouTube Channel. 2017. ‘Last 100’ #StartTheConversation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQYJXzxZ5A0
SWEAT YouTube Channel. 2017. Sex Work: The Four Legal Models https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg4l3X9rJHw
3
Asijiki YouTube Channel. 2017. Asijiki https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xANeg5iWI4E
4
Asijiki YouTube channel. 2016. Ordinary People, Extraordinary Laws, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFiCiJeQMo8
2
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Participants

•

Different places & spaces to engage with

•

Documentation/narratives speaking of moments of resistance

•

Breakdown & importance of SALRC Report

•

Issues around labour laws and strategies for sex work to be
recognized within labour unions

•

Everyday access to tools for advocacy

DISCUSSIONS
3.1

SALRC REPORT
Zia Wasserman presented the South African Law
Reform Commission’s report on ‘Adult Prostitution’ which
is a 600 page report that was released in May of 2017.
The law reform process has taken 20 years. The report
was drafted in 2015 and only released in 2017. SALRC’s
recommended two options:
-

Continued full criminalisation with added ‘diversion
programmes

-

Partial

criminalisation

(where

the

client

is

criminalised but the sex worker is not)
SWEAT was approached by the Economic Freedom Fighters to ask in parliament to Deputy President Cyril
Ramaphosa, when the report would be released. There were many pressure points which forced the release
of the report. The Department of Justice gave a 24 hour notice online, about the release of the report in
Pretoria.
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FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS ON SALRC REPORT


This report was written in a rush



It only speaks around the vulnerability of women



There is no policy framework for this process which makes it a derailed process and it is a report that
is clearly demanding malicious compliance.



Report has no distinction between transactional sex and prostitution



Why was the decriminalization of sex work removed from SANAC’s National Plan for HIV/TB



It is time to debate in parliament as Asijiki, there are litigation matters which must be fought



We need to speak about the narrative of protection of women without a NSP for GBV



This report echoes a lack of agency for sex workers – it has patriarchal, conservative views which are
very fundamentalist



The SALRC rely on Doctors for Life to support ideas behind negative health impacts



The essence of the report still sits at the abolishing of sex work – there is no place for engagement



Must look at a proposal around partial decrim, which is the option that gets the most support as it is
the most palatable. We need to make sure it is documented so that it can speak around different kinds
of sex workers



Since they use diversion, how do we respond especially because the provision was taken out of the
child protection act?



It is very frustrating when trying to deal with sex work as a legal trade and to have the labour unions
accepting of it because I am unaware of the reasoning around the criminalization, also when it is not
your area of expertise it makes it difficult



So there are many issues around labour & strategies



There is whole set of terminology in the report that is also misused in the drafting of the report
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3.2

INTRODUCTION TO ADVOCACY

Ishtar gave a presentation on the introduction to advocacy where she introduced participants to the different
types of advocacy and advocacy tools that are available at our disposal even as normal citizens. Ishtar based
her presentation on the ways we can retaliate to the report after telling us how ineffective this report is towards
the plight of decrim.

‘It is good that the report is terrible,
it gives us more to work with in
retaliation, they used incorrect
terminology, incorrect referencing
and so many inaccurate
assumptions’ – Ishtar Lakhani

In the fight for decrim, there is no ‘I’, always WE – how do we materialize that? It is not a specific body, we
all have to take responsibility in thinking creatively around advocacy. What is it that groups and individuals
can do for decrim? We need to ask ourselves as individuals what we can do as part of an organization and
be realistic about what we can do.
ADVOCACY TOOLS


Movement building
Having Sisonke as an active, informed membership of sex workers is vital in advocating for
decriminalisation. It ensures that there will be “nothing about us, without us”



Direct Action
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It is important to think about how we can be more creative in our direct action as marches and
pickets are becoming less effective



The Law
Cases like the Mthethwa trial is effective in increasing the visibility of crimes against sex workers.
Cases can also be used to create relationships with law enforcement agents like investigating
officers, prosecutors etc. It is also important that sex workers start taking up space and being visible
in courts and other spaces that are hostile to them like parliament.



Lobbying
Lobbying for law reform must take place at every level of government from local ward councillors;
provincial legislatures; city councils as well as national parliament. Example of the Annual
Commercial Sex Workers Parliament held in partnership with the Gauteng Provincial Legislature
were given.



Media
Asijiki is working with journalists on how to report responsibly on sex worker issues. There must be
a focus on the importance of telling our own stories. In addition how do we tell stories that are
complex but are still accessible?

ACTIVITIES
4.1. In Asijiki’s attempt to ensure that there is learning and linking with coalition members and participants
of the 2017 AGM, the coalition planned ‘A Walking Tour of Sex Work in South Africa’. The tour consisted of
visits to the Central Methodist Church, the Slave Lodge Museum, The Parliament of South Africa, the Cape
Town High Court, and the National Art Gallery.

‘The walking tour was symbolic as an act of
resistance, we took to the CBD with dominant
narratives & we walked into the streets with our
decrim sex work t-shirts on, and we confronted
institutions. We even picked up followers along
the way who engaged and were curious about
the movement which gave us a ground for
interpersonal engagement with broader society’

– Ishtar Lakhani
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Participants of the 2017 AGM started the second day of the meeting with feedback of the experience,
Marlise Richter initiated a group work activity where attendants had to mention 3 things they learnt, 1
question they had and 1 ally or advocacy idea they had. After much deliberation, some of the discussion
that came out of the feedback, left one with a lot to think on.
1 December is both day of releasing the slaves,
No

as well as World Aids Day but people care more

documentation

about World Aids Day

speaking of

of names & how they were

enslaved

changed after countries were
We need to think of other

colonized breaks the background

brothel

platforms in our provinces

& beliefs of where we come from

that we can use for protest,
for advocacy campaigns like

Can we move from limited
Pastor Alan quoted bible verses in

the National gallery’s

support of sex worker rights. He

involvement in the

welcomed sex workers into the

sex work – it was

#sayhername campaign for

church. How many more open

your own choice –

#JusticeforNokuphilaKumalo

minded leaders do we need

misunderstood

legally allowed to be

Slave lodge was originally a

moments of

Most people

Khoi & the San were not

us a sense of where we belong
and anchor from; the connection

/ narratives

resistance

The importance of names giving

a choice between

human struggle

intersectionality

Pastor Alan of the Central Methodist church
The informalized economy & everything

activism) into the mainstream

tangible manifestation of

likAlan?

death & sex work

Putting this struggle (pockets of

ideas of activism, we need a

outside of a normal citizen is not accounted
for, which is discrimination, we need to find
that other space

spoke about how humans generally have double
standards: ‘we use you in the night, we
condemn you in the light’ when it comes to
addressing sex work as an acceptable trade in
society

4.2. After Ishtar gave a presentation on an Introduction to Advocacy, she encouraged participants to think
of way to place themselves into the struggle and commit themselves to decrim. She encouraged people to
commit themselves according to the different types of advocacy i.e. Media, Movement building, Direct action,
Lobbying, Law & policy and Individual. There were several simple, fun & accessible forms of advocacy
attendants were made aware of too, like the ‘Cops & Rubbers’ board game based on police using condoms
found on sex workers as proof of sex work in order to criminalize them. The Asijiki media toolkit on USB is
also a very handy tool – it provides one with readymade banners, stickers & posters to put up on social media
to create awareness about decrim. A total of 110 commitments were made with people committing
themselves and their organizations under multiple types of advocacy. (See Appendix d)

4.3.

Marlise led a brainstorm for a slogan for a church banner to be displayed at the central Methodist

church, originally an idea by Pastor Alan Story. Attendants strongly felt it would be more appropriate and
effective to involve sex workers themselves in finding a slogan that will represent sex workers in the church.
Some Slogan ideas were:
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Sex work is

Sex workers

Sex workers

I am using

Don’t

Let anyone

Sex workers

honest work

are welcome

don’t need

sex work

condemn in

without sin,

are also

in the house

saving, they

services

the light,

judge

children of

of God

need

what you

sinners

the Lord

solidarity

indulge in, in
the night

4.4.

In a group work exercise, scenarios were put into place where, attendants practised role-paly

conversations to deal with media, misogynistic comments and engage problematic anti sex work messages.
The scenarios placed into the space were a bible study group, a dinner party; a media interview, and a
meeting with a Member of Parliament.
Bible Groups Main Discussion Points


Sex work promotes bad values (what about
Christian Values of love thy neighbour)



Sex workers are “selling their bodies” (sex
workers are selling a service)



Sex workers are immoral (most sex
workers work to provide and take care of
their families)



Sex workers are not welcome in church
(sex workers are also members of the
community to pay tithes to their churches)



Children must not be exposed and corrupted by sex work (we only believe in adult, consensual sex
work

Dinner Party’s Main Discussion Points:


Sex workers make a noise; attract drug dealers and pimps and leave a mess (how do you know that
the women are sex workers? Everyone has their own levels of morality and you can’t judge someone
based solely on yours)



Sex workers have sex in full view of community members (have you spoken to the women at all?
Have you bothered to find out anything about them or get to know them as human beings?)
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Parliamentary Meeting Main Discussion Points:


Sex workers must use condoms and practice
safe sex (due to criminalisation there is
inequality in power between sex workers and
their clients so it is hard to negotiate condom
usage. Sex workers are the safe sex experts)



Sex workers must use the clinics (sex workers
struggle

to

access

healthcare

services

because of the stigma and discrimination they
face)


Sex workers must report crimes against them to the police (police are some of the biggest perpetrators
of violence against sex workers. Because sex work is criminalised they fear reporting cases to the
police who will either arrest them of refuse to open a case)

Media Interview Main Discussion Points:


Prostitution (we use the language of sex work as we believe that sex work is work and deserves
recognition and respect)



Decriminalising sex work will increase trafficking and children wanting to be sex workers (there is no
evidence to prove this. Decriminalising sex work will better enable the reporting of cases of
trafficking and the exploitation of minors



Where is South Africa in terms of law reform? (the South African Law Reform Commission has just
released a very problematic report that they took over a decade to write. The Department of Justice
in now responsible to engage in a consultative process with relevant stakeholders and recommend
legislative reform)



What can regular South Africans do to advocate for decriminalisation? (Engage with SWEAT and
Sisonke; put pressure on government departments; don’t perpetuate stereotyping of sex workers;
don’t discriminate sex workers)

4.5 ADVOCACY VIDEOS
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‘Last 100’ #StartTheConversation is a video that gathers a group of
people together to ask where they got their last R100 from and what they
spent it on. The video then goes on to ask if the guests ‘Are you aware
that R100 could make you a criminal?’ Most people were not aware that
in South Africa “living of the proceeds” of sex work in a crime.

‘Ordinary People, Extraordinary Laws’ is a video where sex
workers tell their own stories. These brave mother, sisters, aunts and
bread winners speak of the difficulties they face when dealing with the
law for example police officers raping them, public services shunning
them etc. Here the sex workers express how decrim can make their
lives safer.

‘Sex Work: The Four Legal Models’ describes the four legal models
that are used to regulate sex work.1. Criminalisation – the buying and
selling of sex is a criminal offence. 2. Partial Criminalisation –
decriminalising the selling of sex, while the purchase of sex remains a
crime. 3. Legalisation – regulating sex work by establishing separate
legislation. 4. Decriminalisation – means sex work is no longer
regarded as a criminal act.

‘Asijiki’ is a video introducing the Asijiki Coalition for the
Decriminalisation of Sex Work. The video speaks about what the
coalition represents, introduces the Asijiki team as well the
organizations that form part of the coalition..
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OUTCOMES
6. IMPACT OF MEETING
The outcomes of the Asijiki 2017 AGM were very fruitful with
a high level of enthusiasm from participants towards
committing themselves to struggle for the decrim of sex work
with 110 commitments out of 34 participants. The
negligence with which the SALRC report was drafted
showed meeting attendants exactly how much work needs
to be done for the law to recognise sex work and the rights
of sex workers.
Participants were patient and receptive to the creative
methodologies applied in the meeting. In wrapping up, Marlise reminds attendants to keep in touch on social
media so as to be kept abreast of progress and events for the support of decrim. Marlisa also reminds
participants to share as much as they possibly can on social media and remember to use the Asijiki media
toolkit to spread the word.
Participants walked away with better understanding of the law reform process and how we can participate in
processes going forward. The most impactful aspect of the meeting was the creative forms of activism which
can be used to confront and engage big organizations and institutions of influence like those of law,
education, religion and culture. Little reminders of everyday things gave perspective, like wearing our Asijiki
t-shirts and how they can make a difference when worn in public.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: 2017 Participating Organizations

1. Pride Shelter

13. Shukumisa Coalition

2. Gender Dynamix

14. Lifeline Durban

3. WRHI (Wits Reproductive Health & HIV

15. WLC (Women’s Legal Centre)

Institute)
4. Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust
5. Amnesty International
6. LAMBDA Mozambique (Mozambican

16. HURISA (Human Rights Institute of South
Africa)
17. TVEP (Thohoyandou Victim
Empowerment Program)

Association for the Defence of Sexual

18. CGE (Commission for Gender Equality)

Minorities)

19. TAC (Treatment Action Campaign)

7. Oxfam SA

20. S27 (Section 27)

8. Sisonke

21. Triangle Project

9. SWEAT (Sex Workers Education and

22. KRCC (Kwazulu Regional Christian

Advocacy Taskforce)
10. Department of Community & Safety
11. COSATU (Congress of South African
Trade Unions)
12. Tshwaranang

Council)
23. NACOSA (The Networking HIV/AIDS
Community of South Africa)
24. Sonke Gender Justice
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APPENDIX B: Asijiki AGM Agenda 13-14 September 2017

Asijiki AGM Agenda 13-14 September 2017

Purpose of the AGM
 Linking and Learning with Coalition Members
 Actioning the Decriminalisation of Sex Work Campaign for 2017 - 2018

DAY ONE: 13 September 2017
A WALKING TOUR OF Sex Work in South Africa
Time
09:30 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:30
11:30 – 12:30
12:30 – 14:00
14:00 – 15:00

Venue
Methodist Church
The Slave Lodge
Parliament
Lunch in Company Gardens
National Art Gallery

15:00 – 16:00

Cape Town High Court

16:30
17:30

Strand Tower Hotel
Asijiki Awards

Guide
Pastor Alan Story
Marlise Richter
Ishtar Lakhani
Lesego Tlhwale and
Constance Mathe
Glyniss Bentham and
Nosipho Vidima
Constance

DAY TWO: 14 September 2017
Time
09:00 – 10:00
10:00 – 11:15
11: 15 – 11:30
11:30 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:15
14:15 – 15:45
15:45 – 16:00
16:00 – 17:00

Activity
Feedback from Day1
Introduction and Overview of SALRC
Tea
Decrim Advocacy (SALRC; SANAC
etc)
Lunch
Videos
Group work
Tea
Way forward Wrap up

Facilitator
Marlise Richter
Zia Wasserman

Ishtar Lakhani
Constance Mathe
Steering Committee
Coalition Discussion
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APPENDIX C: Asijiki Awards Invitation
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APPENDIX E: Asijiki 2017 AGM Community Engagement Commitment Board
When given a platform to
address any injustice; I
WILL NOT FORGET SEX
WORK!

I commit to respond to
media when it comes to
sex work.

Get the game from Ishtar

Challenge at least one
person using/ who uses
the term prostitute or
slut.

(SOCIAL CHANGE)
Paste info in FB Acc.
Request staff with the
same course to use their
FB, Twitter accounts.
Talk about Decrim & Asijiki
on all platforms
Twitter

Sex work is a choice =
support ASIJIKI

SEX WORK DECRIM TO BE
PART & PARCEL OF
COMMUNITY
MOBILIZATION DURING
HIV/AIDS OUTREACHES
Mobilize community
support in favour of
decrim sex work
throughout my
community’s governing
structure (*ward council –
clinic health committee)
Board game night hosting
3 people
My commitment to
fearlessly fight in SANAC
and government level.
Tupperware party for
Decrim

Engage peers to have
dialogue with public about
decrim
Invite stake holders

Present info to peers

Try arrange Asijiki or
SWEAT to come to my
daughter’s school to bring
new info to learners – too
much stigma there!!!

Add myth that sex
workers can’t be raped to
RC myths + stereotypes
education material >
destigmatizing

Board game night hosting
4 people
Gauteng PCA is also where
I am committing to
challenge officials there.
I will put stickers on my
laptop. It will enable the
dissemination of
information about sex
work.

Cunty power party @ 021

I commit to sensitizing
individuals who stay at The
Pride Shelter about the
stigma associated with sex
work & the importance of
decriminalization.

Post on social media
monthly

Conduct research and
publish articles about sex
work & with sex workers,
which helps contribute
towards advocating for
decriminalization.
Wear my Asijiki t-shirt at
events
Paste my stickers in public
spaces such as my car
boot, near tail lamp e.g.
Will post once a week/
month on personal FB &
Twitter acc. on advocacy
decrim of sex work
Will sensitize colleagues
@ work on decrim sex
work
FUNDRAISING
SHARE on my personal
Facebook, twitter and
Instagram page.
To be fully supportive of
sex workers
To advocate for the rights
of sex workers
I commit to putting up
posters & other
informational material
about sex work & health
related issues, e.g. HIV &
safer sex practices in The
Pride Shelter.

6 poems per year

Continue engaging on the
Decriminalization of sex
work.

Work on making Act 49
more accessible for trans
sex workers by mobilising
finances and following up
on their cases and DSD’s
commitment.
Leveraging on community
media spaces to
encourage community
narratives
Contacts + access
Attend Stripperoke &
Cunty Power @ club 021

I will familiarize myself
with CSW spaces in DBN
to understand their plight.
I commit to having
conversations that aim to
deconstruct & abolish the
stigma associated with sex
work in my personal social
circles.
4 poems per year
1 painting
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Regional collaborative
perspectives
Swaziland & Mozambique
Work in my suburb with
key stakeholders on
decriminalization

1 joint poetry piece on
spiritual realms and
western evils
Challenge local newspaper
on how they write about
sex work

This lady I use to pick up
for sexual reasons – she
said to me on day, please
bring R100 every time you
think about coming for
me, I positively
responded.
Report back on SALRC
report & get
organisational opinion

Amendment of the sexual
offences act
Appoint a task team that
will be part of the SALRC
Report
Section 22 of the
constitution freedom of
trade and profession
Demand change and
engagement in regard
with the process of
dealing with the report
Write letter to the
ministry of various depts.

Devising legal
mechanisms/angles on
challenging the SALRC
Report

Speak to LFHR to assist
with legal recognition of
trans sex workers
The CGE will adapt their
court watching brief work
to monitor SAPS + NPA
services on sex worker
matters
Liaise with Connie for her
to use Shukumisa
platform more actively

Endorse legal submissions
for policy + legal reform

Assistance and advice on
strategic litigation

The CGE will put before
DOS portfolio committee +
SALRC a position paper on
Project 107

Follow up with Ishtar on
Strategic Litigation cases
& possibly of Amicus

Ensure that Decrim is
included in the call for an
NSP on GBV

Lobby SANAC for Decrim
of sex work

Produce briefing for
internal use on SALRC
report so we can speak out
on concerns
1 month FB/social media
post on OZA
Website/platforms
Include sex work issues on
dialogue/campaign agenda
as part of LGBTI
ProgramOpinion pieces on
intersectional realities –
sex workers + LGBTQI+
Refugees

Lobbying for
community dialogue
community workshop
Awareness campaigns
Reading and commenting
of documents

Share Asijiki FB posts on
Shukumisa FB page and
encourage members to
support

Engage in public & media
discussions on the
decriminalization of sex
work

Use access to cultural
spaces & facilitate
edutainment dialogue
x4 per year
SALRC Report
1. Refutation
2. Summary

Comments on the SALRC
report

Encourage + support SRS
to lobby @ courts etc. in
their area
Share with our
communication officer
and upload on our HURISA
Facebook page and
Twitter
Be present at key
parliamentary committee
meetings
To be involved

Direct action
-

Play that can be
acted in a
community
dialogue to
address advocacy
for sex work
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Speak about sex worker
issues with colleagues,
family and friends

KRCC commits to use the
available Theological
Reflections session for sex
work
Support SRS to take direct
action on key days with
Sisonke

Sensitize fellow colleagues
about sex work and the
effects of discrimination
during staff meetings
Rape crisis services +
support must be more
visible + accessible to sex
workers in CPT

Share amnesty’s
forthcoming challenging
TOOLKIT with ASIJIKI
members
Organize meeting for
SWEAT & Amnesty SA

Speak to NGOs in our
Coalition/network & ask
them to join Asijiki

I will refer sex workers to
join Sisonke

Ensure that each province
of our organisation
reports include work with
Asijiki
Encourage all SRs to join
Asijiki for greater
collaboration

Work with coordinator on
provincial consultation on
Asijiki program

Talk about sex work
during VCSN meetings
with Lunembe Civil
Society Network
Do at least one radio
interview on sex work in
the next 6 months

Post on social media once
a month, more if needed.

Inclusion of sex workers
article in the
organisational bulletin

Include articles on Decrim.
On our organization’s FB
page

Ask my friend to use our
page on Asijiki

Consider media action on
Sex work in each
newsletter or social media
(need confirm)

Promoting Decrim on
social media + promoting
partner orgs every week

Share Decrim resources
with Rape Crisis Comms
team and find ways to
motivate for how it would
reduce sexual violence
experienced by sex
workers

Suggest To my boss to do a
workshop and invite men,
women and children on
the ground and educate
them about the Decrim of
sex workers

Appointment of a new
steering committee that
will do following on every
report and give feedback

To be a part of movement
building

We are going to use the
slot we have in the
community radio
We are going to use our
Facebook account to post
and share info on Asijiki
Will try to engage my local
community radio station
Programs Manager is a
friend, see if we cannot
have a slot, even if it is
once off
The CGE, post this AGM,
will issue a media
statement recommitting
the inst. to Asijiki
objectives

Attend direct action
events

Will contact my local
Methodist church leader
& convince/find out what
can be done to support
Decrim. Using pastor Alan
to encourage Rev. Dick
Movement building
We are going to our
NGO’S meeting like
ECNGOC to speak about
Asijiki and sex work

Continue to capacitate +
support Sisonke

Putting up Decrim.
Messages in TVEPs
website monthly
Share Asijiki Facebook
SWEAT & Sisonke posts
TAC will use the
partnership it has with
Kaya FM AND Radio 702

Sex Decrim. To be part of
my weekly Facebook
posts

Approach Sisonke to take
part – be profiled – as part
of Amnesty’s #BRAVE –
HRD Campaign

